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With the latest casino construction project in Niagara Falls, On-

tario, moving into high gear this spring, it has become quite

apparent that city officials see gambling as an attraction the Falls

can’t live without. The new 190,000-square-foot complex and

its associated developments (including a 30-story Hyatt hotel

and 12,000-seat amphitheater) follow the success story of the

six-year-old Casino Niagara, a gambler’s paradise that has

brought hoards ofvisitors, mainly from the United States, to the

honeymoon capital.

The new project is even bigger. A development by the Falls

Management Company led by Chicago-based Hyatt corpora-

tion, it offers a feast of work for construction trades. Drywall

contractors alone can expect upward of $25 million (Canadi-

an dollars) in work when contracts are awarded this spring.

A large drywall firm from nearby Hamilton or Toronto could

probably handle all of the work, but the developer chose to

break it up into smaller contracts, giving drywall companies in

the Niagara region an opportunity to bid. That’s good news

for smaller contractors. But anyone who thinks the casino job

could be easy money should think again. Work will pose chal-

lenges atypical of developments in the region.

For starters, the complex isn’t your standard box. Much of the

work won’t be straightforward as the fanciful gaming parlor will

be fit out with unusually high ceilings and many walls that

curve, rather than corner.

“There is the size, the complexity and the speed (fast track

schedule) that contractors are up against,” explains Sean Barnes,

project manager of PCL Constructors Canada Inc., construc-

tion manager of the project. PCL, by the way, is Canada’s largest

builder. “It appeals to a lot of companies, but it also eliminates

a lot contracting companies that don’t have the experience. We

have some work and finishes that require a high level of skill.”

The casino/hotel is a combination cast-in-place concrete and

structural steel building with flashy interior space. Decorative

mouldings, specialty ceilings and curved walls that require thin

flexible drywall sheets and, in extreme cases, plaster, will pose

the challenge.

The fast-track schedule is also a hurdle for anyone working on

the hectic site. Success comes down to precision planning and

coordination. Drywall trades will likely have to provide extra pro-

tection for some of their work to prevent damage by other trades

working in close quarters, Barnes suggests. Most drywall contracts

will commence this fall, once the complex is closed in.

Some contractors suggest casino owners are willing to pay more

for timely completion because the business of gambling is so

lucrative that every day behind schedule a project gets results in

hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost revenue. That may or

may not be the case at Casino Niagara, but it is such a large and

complicated project that drywall contractors should be able to

make a buck.

Along with the casino, amphitheater and a 368-room Hyatt

hotel topped with an onion-shaped glass dome, the develop-

ment will feature a 50,000 square foot conference hall, 90,000

square foot retail/entertainment complex, a performing arts

center and a host of associated features. City officials expect to

see the big project to spur on more development in this city of

80,000 people.

One group that won’t benefit from the new complex is EIF sys-

tems industry. The exterior will be comprised of a glass cur-

tainwall in tandem with brick and block structural glass. The

two-year project is scheduled to open in April 2003.
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